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566 Settlers Road, Lower Macdonald

PEACEFUL RURAL HOME, 3 BEDROOMS + GUEST ROOM
Just minutes from Wisemans Ferry, in the area known as Sunnyvale, due to
its beautiful northerly aspect, is this private and peaceful property. It’s
unique with nearly 33 meters of road frontage and over 1500 square
meters of land positioned directly opposite a waterfront reserve with access
to the MacDonald River.
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Price

SOLD for $430,000

Property Type residential
Property ID

364

Agent Details

The 3 bedroom home, plus guest room has glimpses of the River at the

Amanda Coles - 0437454942

front and magnificent natural bush land at the rear. The deck wraps around

Office Details

the home on three sides and adjoins a protected court yard area, you can

Wisemans Ferry

find the perfect spot to sit and relax at any time of the year.

Shop 11, 5557 Old Northern Road
Wisemans Ferry NSW 2775 Australia

A natural water course with mini waterfalls during heavy rain runs through
the property to the public reserve and down to the river. The river can be
explored with easy access to launch your canoe or kayak, take a swim or
throw in a fishing line from the reserve.
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red cedar tree amongst a range of native flora which is visited by a
substantial variety of birds.
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